George Swede titles in the American Haiku Archives
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Title: Cicada voices : selected haiku of Eric Amann, 1966–1979 / George Swede, editor.
Author: Amann, Eric W.
Call Number: HAIKU A52ci 1983
Published: Battle Ground, IN : High/Coo Press, 1983.
Description: 64 p. ; 21 cm.
Series: Double chapbook ; 14/15.
Notes: From the American Haiku Archives. C.
Subjects: Haiku, American..Haiku, Canadian..
Other Authors: Swede, George, 1940–. American Haiku Archives. C.
ISBN: 0913719250 (pbk.)
DBCN: AEP–4655
California State Library:
Location: Calif. History Room (B–Gen)
Call Number: HAIKU A52ci 1983
Status: Available/NonRequest
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Title: The space between : binary haiku / by Eric Amann, LeRoy Gorman, George Swede.
Author: Amann, Eric W.
Call Number: HAIKU A52sp 1986
Published: [Glen Burnie, MD : Wind Chimes Press], c1986.
Description: [24] p. : ill. ; 11 x 14 cm.
Series: Wind Chimes minibook ; XII.
Notes: Library copy signed by LeRoy Gorman. C. From the American Haiku Archives. C.
Subjects: Haiku, American..Haiku, Canadian..Chapbooks..
Other Authors: Gorman, LeRoy.. Swede, George, 1940–. American Haiku Archives. C.
ISBN: 0941190161
DBCN: AEP–1082
California State Library:
Location: Calif. History Room (B–Gen)
Call Number: HAIKU A52sp 1986
Status: Available/NonRequest
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Title: Canadian haiku anthology / edited by George Swede.
Call Number: HAIKU C25ca 1979
Published: Toronto : Three Trees Press, c1979.
Description: 104 p. ; 19 cm.
Notes: Includes bibliographical references (p. 104). From the American Haiku Archives. C.
Subjects: Haiku, Canadian..Canadian poetry 20th century..
Other Authors: Swede, George, 1940–. American Haiku Archives. C.
LCCN: 80499461
ISBN: 0888230176 (pbk.)
DBCN: AEP–4641
California State Library:
Location: Calif. History Room (B–Gen)
Call Number: HAIKU C25ca 1979
Status: Available/NonRequest
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Title: Five-o'clock shadows / George Amabile ... [et. al.].
Call Number: HAIKU F4556 1996
Published: Toronto : Letters Bookshop, 1996.
Description: [48] p. ; 22 cm.
Notes: Poems by George Amabile, Leonard Gasparini, Seymour Mayne, Ted Plantos, and George Swede. From the American Haiku Archives. C.
Subjects: Canadian poetry. Poetry.
Other Authors: Amabile, George, 1936-. Gasparini, Len.. Mayne, Seymour, 1944-. Plantos, Ted.. Swede, George, 1940-.
ISBN: 092168813X
DBCN: AFQ-6989
California State Library: Location: Calif. History Room (B-Gen)
Call Number:HAIKU F4556 1996
Status: Available/NonRequest
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Title: Global haiku : twenty-five poets world-wide / editors, George Swede, Randy Brooks.
Call Number: HAIKU G545gl 2000
Published: Oakville, ON ; Niagara Falls. N.Y. : Mosaic Press, c2000.
Description: 148 p. ; 22 cm.
Notes: From the American Haiku Archives. C. Includes bibliographical references.
Subjects: Haiku, American..Haiku, English.
Other Authors: Swede, George, 1940-.. Brooks, Randy (Randy M.). American Haiku Archives. C.
LCCN: 2001369772
ISBN: 0889627134
DBCN: AFT-5092
California State Library: Location: Calif. History Room (B-Gen)
Call Number:HAIKU G545gl 2000
Status: Available/NonRequest
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Title: All of her shadows / George Swede.
Author: Swede, George, 1940-
Call Number: HAIKU S93al 1982
Published: Battle Ground, IN : High/Coo Press, c1982.
Description: [27] p. ; 14 x 6 cm.
Series: High/Coo mini-chapbook ; 15.
Notes: From the American Haiku Archives. C.
Subjects: Haiku, Canadian..American Haiku Archives. C.
DBCN: AES-4279
California State Library: Location: Calif. History Room (B-Gen)
Call Number:HAIKU S93al 1982
Status: Available/NonRequest
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Title: Almost unseen : selected haiku of George Swede / edited by Randy M. Brooks.
Author: Swede, George, 1940-
Call Number: HAIKU S93alm 2000
Edition: 1st ed., Goodrich Haiku Master Editions
Record 8 of 30
Title: Bifeds / George Swede.
Author: Swede, George, 1940–
Call Number: HAIKU S93bi 1984
Description: [14] leaves ; 6 x 14 cm.
Notes: Library copy signed by the author. C. From the American Haiku Archives. C.
Edition of 150 + 15 dated and signed.
Subjects: Canadian poetry 20th century.
Other Authors: CURVD H&Z (Firm). American Haiku Archives. C.
DBCN: AES–4281
California State Library:
Location: Calif. History Room (B–Gen)
Call Number:HAIKU S93bi 1984
Status: Available/NonRequest
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Title: Endless jigsaw / George Swede.
Author: Swede, George, 1940–
Call Number: HAIKU S93en 1978
Published: Toronto : Three Press, c1978.
Description: [63] p. : ill. ; 21 cm.
Notes: From the American Haiku Archives. C.
Subjects: Haiku, Canadian.
Other Authors: American Haiku Archives. C.
ISBN: 088823015X
DBCN: AEP–4956
California State Library:
Location: Calif. History Room (B–Gen)
Call Number:HAIKU S93en 1978
Status: Available/NonRequest
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Title: Eye to eye with a frog / by George Swede.
Author: Swede, George, 1940–
Call Number: HAIKU S93ey 1981
Published: La Crosse, Wis. : Juniper Press, c1981.
Description: 18 p. ; 96 x 124 mm.
Series: Juniper haiku–short poem series ; 11.
Notes: Library copy signed by the author. C. From the American Haiku Archives. Cr.
Subjects: Haiku, Canadian.
Other Authors: American Haiku Archives. C.
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Title: Flaking paint / George Swede.
Author: Swede, George, 1940–
Call Number: HAIKU S93ey 1981
Published: Toronto : Underwhich Editions, 1983.
Description: [16] p. ; 80 x 143 mm.
Notes: Limited edition of 300 copies.. From the American Haiku Archives. C.
Subjects: Haiku, Canadian..
Other Authors: Underwhich Editions.. American Haiku Archives. C.
ISBN: 0886580269 (pbk.)
DBCN: AES–4276
California State Library:
Location: Calif. History Room (B–Gen)
Call Number:HAIKU S93ey 1981
Status: Available/NonRequest
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Title: Frozen breaths / by George Swede.
Author: Swede, George, 1940–
Call Number: HAIKU S93fr 1983
Published: Glen Burnie, MD : Wind Chimes Press, c1983.
Description: [20] p. ; 11 x 14 cm.
Notes: "... 100 Copies."--p. [4] of cover.. Accompanied by note signed by the author. C.
From the American Haiku Archives. C.
Subjects: Haiku, American..Chapbooks..
Other Authors: American Haiku Archives. C.
Series: Wind Chimes minibook ; 6..
DBCN: AEP–7974
California State Library:
Location: Calif. History Room (B–Gen)
Call Number:HAIKU S93fr 1983
Status: Available/NonRequest
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Title: High wire spider : poems for children / by George Swede ; art by Victor Gad.
Author: Swede, George, 1940–
Call Number: HAIKU S93hi 1987
Description: 46 p. : ill. ; 16 cm.
Notes: From the American Haiku Archives. C.
Subjects: Children's poetry, Canadian..Haiku, Canadian..
Other Authors:Gad, Victor.. American Haiku Archives. C.
LCCN: cn 86093254
ISBN: 0888231121 (bound)0888231113 (pbk.)
DBCN: AEP–4955
California State Library:
Location: Calif. History Room (B–Gen)
Call Number:HAIKU S93hi 1987
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Title: Holes in my cage: poems for young adults / by George Swede.
Author: Swede, George, 1940–
Call Number: HAIKU S93ho 1989
Published: Stratford, Ont. : Three Trees Press, c1989.
Description: 48 p. ; 21 cm.
Notes: Library copy signed by the author. C. From the American Haiku Archives. C.
Subjects: Young adult poetry..Haiku, Canadian..
Other Authors: American Haiku Archives. C.
ISBN: 08882314820888231474 (pbk.)
DBCN: AEV–2911
California State Library:
Location: Calif. History Room (B–Gen)
Call Number: HAIKU S93ho 1989
Status: Available/NonRequest
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Title: I want to lasso time / by George Swede ; introduction by Emily Hearn.
Author: Swede, George, 1940–
Call Number: HAIKU S93i 1991
Description: 77 p. ; 22 cm.
Notes: Includes index.. Inscribed to Werner [Reichhold] and signed by the author. C. From the American Haiku Archives. C.
Subjects: Canadian poetry 20th century..Haiku, Canadian..Concrete poetry..
Other Authors: American Haiku Archives. C.
LCCN: cn 91094928
ISBN: 0889242348 (pbk.)
DBCN: AEV–2555
California State Library:
Location: Calif. History Room (B–Gen)
Call Number: HAIKU S93i 1991
Status: Available/NonRequest
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Title: Leaping lizard / by George Swede ; illustrated by Kimberley Hart.
Author: Swede, George, 1940–
Call Number: HAIKU S93le 1988
Description: 47 p. ; ill. ; 16 cm.
Notes: Library copy signed by the author. C. From the American Haiku Archives. C.
Subjects: Haiku, Canadian..Children's poetry, Canadian..
Other Authors: Hart, Kimberley.. American Haiku Archives. C.
LCCN: cn 88094834
ISBN: 0888231342 (bound)0888231369 (pbk.)
DBCN: AEQ–3485
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Title: Leaving my loneliness
Author: Swede, George, 1940–
Call Number: HAIKU S93le 1992
Published: Point Claire, Quebec : King's Road Press, 1992.
Description: [16] p. ; 22 cm.
Series: Hexagram series ; 4.
Notes: From the American Haiku Archives. C.
Subjects: Haiku, Canadian.
Other Authors: American Haiku Archives. C.
ISBN: 1895557038 (pbk.)
DBCN: AEQ–3530

California State Library:
Location: Calif. History Room (B–Gen)
Call Number: HAIKU S93le 1992
Status: Available/NonRequest
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Title: The modern English haiku / George Swede ; with a foreword by LeRoy Gorman ; cover design, Aiko Suzuki.
Author: Swede, George, 1940–
Call Number: HAIKU S93mo 1981
Published: Toronto : Columbine Editions, 1981.
Description: iv, 52 p. ; ill. ; 21 cm.
Notes: Includes bibliographical references. Accompanied by a note from the author. C. From the American Haiku Archives. C.
Subjects: Haiku, English History and criticism.
Other Authors: American Haiku Archives. C.
ISBN: 0919561004
DBCN: AEQ–3490

California State Library:
Location: Calif. History Room (B–Gen)
Call Number: HAIKU S93mo 1981
Status: Available/NonRequest
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Title: Multiple personality / George Swede.
Author: Swede, George, 1940–
Call Number: HAIKU S93mu 1987
Description: 8 mounted cards ; 14 cm.
Notes: 100 copies. From the American Haiku Archives. C.
Subjects: Haiku, Canadian.
Other Authors: American Haiku Archives. C.
DBCN: AES–4282

California State Library:
Location: Calif. History Room (B–Gen)
Call Number: HAIKU S93mu 1987
Status: Available/NonRequest
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Title: My shadow doing something : poems / by George Swede.
Author: Swede, George, 1940–
Call Number: HAIKU S93my 1997
Description: [24] p. ; 22 cm.
Notes: Accompanied by a note from the author. C. From the American Haiku Archives. C.
Other Authors: American Haiku Archives. C.
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Title: The North American haiku: empirical studies to establish defining criteria and future trends / By George Swede.
Author: Swede, George, 1940–
Call Number: HAIKU S93my 1997
Published: 1995.
Description: xii, 128 leaves ; 28 cm.
Subjects: Haiku..Haiku, Canadian..
Other Authors:American Haiku Archives. C.
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Title: [Selections of haiku / by George Swede].
Author: Swede, George, 1940–
Call Number: HAIKU S93se 1984
Published: 1984–2002
Description: 10 pieces : ill. ; 6–28 cm.
Notes: Title and statement of responsibility supplied by cataloger.. Collection of haiku submitted by George Swede to the library. C. From the American Haiku Archives. C. Biased sample / George Swede -- bugs / George Swede -- Condom / George Swede -- I eat a rose petal / George Swede -- I throw stones at the mountain / George Swede -- Shamelessly / George Swede -- Thick mist / George Swede -- Three poems / George Swede, Marco Fraticelli, Daniel f. Bradely -- Where even the factories have lawns / j.w. curry and George Swede / Zen garden/emergency exit / George Swede..
Subjects: Haiku, Canadian..Haiku..
Other Authors:Curry, J. W. (John W.), 1959–. Fraticelli, Marco, 1945–. Bradley, Daniel F., 1964–. American Haiku Archives. C.
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Title: Shadows / George Swede.
Author: Swede, George, 1940–
Call Number: HAIKU S93sh 1990
Description: [1] folded page ; 14 cm.
Notes: Limited ed. of 100 copies.. From the American Haiku Archives. C.
Subjects: Haiku, Canadian..
Other Authors:American Haiku Archives. C.
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Title: A snowman, headless / George Swede.
Author: Swede, George, 1940- 
Call Number: HAIKU S93sh 1990
Description: 44 p. ; 22 cm.
Series: Fiddlehead poetry books. ; 262.
Notes: Title from cover.. Limited ed. of 500 copies.. From the American Haiku Archives. C.
Subjects: Haiku, Canadian..
Other Authors: American Haiku Archives. C.
LCCN: 79317315
ISBN: 0920110843
DBCN: AET-1242
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Title: Tarzan movie / George Swede.
Author: Swede, George, 1940- 
Call Number: HAIKU S93ta 1987
Description: [4] p. ; 14 cm.
Series: The Berkeley horse, 1192–5639 ; 3.
Notes: Title from first line of poem.. 100 copies.. From the American Haiku Archives. C.
Subjects: Haiku, Canadian..
Other Authors: American Haiku Archives. C.
LCCN: 79317315
ISBN: 79317315
DBCN: AES-4283
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Title: This morning's mockingbird / George Swede.
Author: Swede, George, 1940- 
Call Number: HAIKU S93th 1980
Published: Battle Ground, Ind. : High/Coo Press, c1980.
Description: [16] p. ; 7 x 11 cm.
Series: High/Coo mini-chapbook ; 10.
Notes: From the American Haiku Archives. C.
Subjects: Haiku, Canadian..
Other Authors: American Haiku Archives. C.
LCCN: 79317315
ISBN: 0920110843
DBCN: AES-4278